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1.1 Obiectiv~: The objective of this work is to dc;velop capabilities to 
ev;:\luate the Wiener Spectrum and Modulction Transfer Fllnction of the 
autt'lradiographic enhancement process. '£he autoradiographic enhanoement 
process is a technique for increasing the affiO'Jnt of information which is 
recovered from ?hotographic film. plates and prints. The techntque consists 
of radioactivuting the image si1'-:2)'" )11 chemically com1:ining ii: with a beta 
emitting isotope, sulfur-35; the uutoradf.ograph, an enhanced copy of the utl-
derexposed imag ';> I is made by exposing a second film to the radiation fn.')m 
the underexposed enginal. The efficient response of the photographic 
emulsion to beta radiation produces an autoradiograph image which is enhanced in 
density and contrast so that images which were invisible or only faintly visible 
on the onginal film can be easily seen on the autoradiograph. 
The Perkin-Elmer lOlOA Microd~nsitometer 1s used to generate raw data 
from film, 
Evaluation of the Wiener S?ectrum and Modulation Transfer Function provides 
a measure of effectiveness of image recovery in termc of signal-to-nolse ratio 
and detective quantum efficiency. 'It is the quantitative evaluation of the 
informa~ion trans ter due to autoradiographic intensification. 
SoftwaN is being developed to provtde data analysis capabilities for 
autoradiographic imc'lge processing and other image processing applications where 
the microdensitometer is being used. The data analysis capabilities shall be 
developed on the NOVA 2 comp.1 ter located in room 369 of building 4481 0 Wh:Ue 
IDAPS provid,~s many of the analysis capabilities to be developed on the NOVA, 
IDAPS is deSigned for only 8-bits of resolution while the microdensitometer output 
provides 12-b1ts of resolution. For the autoradiographic enhanceme.1t process, th.a 
12-bits of resolution is definitely needed, especially for signal to noise ratio 
calculations. Also, the data on microdensitometer output tape cannot he usad as 
is with IDA?S because of header infor:nation included in each data record and 
because of the 12-bit length of the data. 
The effort reported in this do:::ument is the software requirements definition and 
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SP3------------------------------------------------------ 1 SP ------------------------------------------------------ ? SP5---------------------··--------------------------------1 SF ------------------------------------------------------15 SP7-------------------··----------------------------------16 
SP -------------------------------------------------.----1 SP9------------------------------------------------------20 
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SPIA-RlDR/~ FOR SPI 
SpaA-RlDR/" FOR spa 
SPlA-RlDR/A FOR SPl 
SPHA-RlDR/" FOR SP 
SP23A-RlDR/~ FOR SP23 
SP2~A-RlDR/~ FOR SP2 
SP1·~AIN ~ITHOUT FILTERS 
SP2-"AIN ~ITH FILTERS 
























TVPE SP1A RLDR/M SPl SP3 SP4 SPS SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP11 SP12 SP1~ SP15 A 
SP16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP2S SP2G FORT.l 
R 
TVPE SP2A RLf1/M SP2 SP3 SP4 SPS SP6 SP1 SP8 Spg SP10 SP11 SP12 SP1~ SP1S A 
SP16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP21 SP22 SP20 FORT.LB 
;R 
TVPE SPLA RLDR/~ SPL SP3 SP~ SPS SP6 SP1 SP8 SP9 SP10 SPit SP12 SP1~ SP15 A 
SP 16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP2t SP2S SP20 FORT . LB 
R 
TVPE SPHA RLDR/" SPH SP3 SP~ SPS SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP11 SP12 SP1~ SP15 A 




RL~R/" SP23 FORT.LB 
...... R I 
I\:! TVPE SP2~A 





















FILE SP1·~AIN ~ITHOUT FILTERS 
PROGRA""ER NA"E: S.P. SING 
REVISION:2 
DATE: .. /19/79 
PURPOSEs THIS "ODULE ACCEPTS USER INPUTS AND CALL 
SUBSEQUENT "ODULES 
RRH IS AUTOCORRELATIO 
KC IS POUER SPECTRAL 
GKH IS S"OOTHED POUER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
GKCP IS THE INVERS~ FILTER FUNCTIO 
GKC3P IS THE APERTURE CO"PENSATIOH FUNCTION 
ITE~P,XTE"P ARE BUFFERS 
U IS THE NU"BER or UORDS PER RECORD 
P IS THE NU"BER OF POIHTS PER RECORD 
INTEGER P,Q 
DI MENSION RRH(101),ITE"PC1000), 
1 CKC(lel),GKH(101 ) 
DIMENSIOh CKCP(101),GKC3P(101 ) 
IMENSION HU (S0 ),NPCS0 ) 
DI"E~SION XTE~p(10e0 ) 
ACCEPT 'FILE NUMBER,NF··,NF 
ACCEPT 'DIFFUSE DENSIty FACTOR,DDF·',DD 
ACCEPT '"AXI"U" LAG FACTOR,M··, 
CCEPT 'HEIGHT OF SCANNING SLIT,Xl··.XL 
ACCEPT 'UIDTH OF SCANNING SlIT,XA", 
ACCEPT 'LOU FREQUENCY FILTER PARA~ET~R,pe',p 
ACCEPT 'HIGH FREQUENCV FILTER PARA"ETER,Q··, 
-e 
• 
C~Ll PTDT ( ITE"P ,~F,H,HR,NV.HP) 
C CALL FOPEH < .. . ·PAR·) 
C URITE BINARY C .. ) NP,P,Q, 




CALL HIST (ITE"P,A,B,NC,NR,NP) 
LL 
CALL "EAHSCITE"P,XTE"P,NP,HR,ODF) 
C CALL SUAPC·SP23.SV·,IER)J CALL lFf(XTEAP,TE"P2,TE"P3,HP,P,NR) 
C CALL SUAP(eSP24.SU·,IER), CAll HFF(XTE~P,TEAP2,TE"P3.HP.Q.HR) 
CAll SIG"A(XTE"P,NR,NP) 
CALL AUTOCOR(XTERP,NP,HR,M,RRH,P,O ) 
CAll PSDf(RRH,N,H,Xl,GKC) 





CALL DElETE C·ZRO· ) 
CALL DELETEC·Zp·) 






























CALL " EA 
CALL S~A 
ITH FILTERS 
NAf1[1 S.P. SIMG 
CCEPTS USER INPUTS AND CALL All 
,ITE" P,A,B,HC, 
S( ITE"P ,XTE"P ,H. , (·SP23.5U·,IER)l LFF( 
n 
CTIO 






CALL SUAP(·SP2~.SV·~IER): CALL HFF(XTE"P,TE"P2~TE"P3, 
CALL DELETE ('ZRO·) 
CALL RE~A" (·ZPP','ZRO'~IER) 
CALL SICMA(XTE"P,NR~NP) 
CALL AUTOCOR(XTE~P,MP.NR."~RRH.P.Q ) 
CALL PSOF (RRH,ft,H,XL, 
CALL IHFCGKC,CKCP,Q,ft) 
CALL AC(CKCP~CKC3P,",H,XA ) 
CALL SPOFC~,CKC3P,CKH) 
CALL DELETEC·RO') 
CALL OEl~TE( ' HRO') 
CAllOElETE C' ZRO' ) 
CA LL DElETE C'ZP' ) 
CALL DElETE C' TO' ) 
C~Ll OElETE C' PAR' ) 
STOP 
ENO 
, ... , ) 
• lIIr.uln vr ;;1""I1I".nU ;;1~~ " '''' "- ,,,," 
, ,P 








CALL hIST (ITE~P,A#B#NC#NR#N? ) 
tl ~EA~S !ITE~P #XTE"P"NP,NR .DDF) 
CAll SYAP(eSP23.sv e ,IER)~ CAll lFF(XTE"P,TE"P2,TE"P3,HP,P,HR) CALL DELETE ( eZRD e ) 
CALL RENA" (ezp e,eZRD e,IER) 
C CALL SUAP(aSP2~.sve,IER); CAll HFF(XTEMP,TEMP2,TEMP3,HP,Q,HR) 
CAll SIGMA(XTEMP,NR,NP) 
CAll AUTOCOR(XTE"P.HP,NR,M,RRH,P,Q ) 
CAll PSOFCRRH,M , H,XL,GKC) 
C CALL I HF (GKC,GKCP,Q,M) 
CALL ACl(GKC . GKC3P,~.H,XA) 
CALL SPOF(~, GKC3P ,GKH) 
CALL DEL£TEc aR De ) 
CALL OELE1E ( aHRDe ) 
CALL OELETEC·-RO e ) 
CALL OELETEC·zpe ) 
CALL OELETEceToe) 


























FILE SPH-~AIN ~ITH HIGH FREQ. FILTER ONLY 
PROGRA~"ER NA"Et S.P. SINGH 
REVISIONs8 
DATEt~/2~/79 
PURPOSEs THIS "ODULE ACCEPTS USER INPUTS AND CAll All 
SUBSEQUENT "ODULES 
RRH IS AUTOCORRELATION VALUES OF DATA 
GKC IS PO~ER SPECTRAL DENSITV FUNCTION 
GKH IS S"OOTHED POYER SPECTRAL DENSITV 
GKCP IS THE INVERSE FILTER FUNCTION 
GKC3P IS THE APERTURE CO~PENSATION FUNCTIO 
ITE"P,XTE~P ARE BUFFERS 
NY IS THE NU"BER OF YORDS PER RECORD 







ACCEPT -FILE HU~BER,NF·-,NF 
ACCEPT -DIFFUSE DENSITV FACTOR,DDF·- ,DDF 
ACCEPT -"AXI"U~ LAG FACTOR,"·-, 
ACCEPT -HEIGHT OF SCANNING SlIT,Xl·-,XL 
ACCEPT -UIDTH OF SCANNING SLIT,XA··,XA 
ACCEPT -LOY FREQUENCV FILTER PARP.~ETER,P··,P 
P·0 
ACCEPT -HIGH FREQUENCV FILTER PARA"ETER,Q·-,Q 
CALL PTOT (ITE"P,NF ,H,NR,NU, HP ) 
CALL FOPEN(~,-PAR· ) 





CALt HIST (ITE"P,A , B,NC,NR,NP) 
CALL "EAHS (ITE~P,XTE"P ,NP,NR,DDF ) 
C CAll SYAP('SP23.SV ' _IER)J CAll lFF(XTE"P _ TE~P2_ TE"P3.NP_P_NR ) 
CAll RENA~ C'ZRD'_'ZP'_IER) 
CALL SUA? ( 'SP2~.SV'_IER); CAl l HFF(XTE"P. TE"P2.TE"P3.NP.Q.NR ) CALL DELETE ( 'ZRD' ) 
CALL RENAM ('ZPP'.'ZRD'.IER ) 
CAll SIG~A(XTE"P_NR.HP ) 












~ END , 

















PROGRA""ER NAftE,S.p . SIHGH REVISION', 
DATE:l/26/?~ 
PURPOSE. THIS "ODULE CALLS "ODUUES TO READ THE 
TAPE. REFOR"AT IT. AND PRINT HEADER IHFORNATION COftPILER NOSTACK 
SUBROUTINE PTDTCITEftP,HF,H,HR,HU,NP) DIftENSIOH ITEftP ( 1"8 ) 
DI"ENSION NU (Se ) ,HP CS8 ) 
TVPE ' DATA PREPARAT!OH CO""ENCED' 
CALL "TOPD C1J,'"T"",2S6,IER ) IF CHF.EO.l) GO TO 18 
CALL SKPFL CITEftP,HF) 
CAll RDFL CITEftP,NR,NU) IREC-l 
CALL HDRCITEftP,IREC,H ) 
CALL RFftT CI TEftP,NR,HU,NP ) 



















PROGRA""ER NA"E'S.P. SINGH 
REVISION'8 
DATEll/38/79 
PURPOSE: THIS "ODULE SKIPS THE NU"JER OF FILES SPECIFIED BY THE USER. 
CO"PILER NOSTACK 




IF (ICNT.NE.l) GO TO 10 
IeFL-IeFL+l 
IF (IeFL.EQ.NF) GO TO 2. 
GO TO Ie 
CONTINUE 
NF1-NF-1 























PROGRA""ER NA"E:S.P . SIHGH 
REVISION:e 
DATEI2/2/19 
CO"PILER NOSTACK SUBROUTINE RDFL (INP'UF,NR,HU) 
PURPOSE: RDFL READS OHE FILE FRe" TAPE INTO IMPBUF 
AND "'RITES IT IN DISK f ILE TO. 
lCNT IS NO. OF UORDS IH A RECORD 
DI"ENSION HU (Se>.IHP!UF (leee ) 
NR IS NO. OF RECORDS NY IS ARRAY COHTAIHING HO. OF UORDS IH EACH RECORD 
TYPE -FILE IS BEING READ FRO" TAPE-
NR-e CALL FOPEN(2.-TD-,2eee > 
TYPE -FILE TD OPENED-
DO le I-l,se 
NY(I)-' 
CONTINUE 
DO 2e 1-1.1eee 
INPBUFel)-' 
CONTINUE CALL "TDIO(13,.,IHPBUF,IST,IER.ICHT) 
TYPE -HO OF SA"PLES--,IHPBUF(22) 
TYPE -RDFL ICHT--,I CN 
IF (ICNT.EQ.l) GO TO 18e 
"R-HR+l 
"",(HR)-ICNT 
CALL URITR(2,HR,IHPBUF,l.IER ) 
GO TO 18 
CONTINUE 
TVPE -NU"BER OF RECORDS READ-- ,NR 
TVPE -FILE READ FRO" TAPE AND "'RI TTEN ON DIS
v
-







II - j4 
I ' 
r y_ ---~ {.-;;.- .. "..--~ -; .. r 
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FILE SP6-HDR 
PROGRA""ER NA"E:S.P . SINGH 
REVISION:' 
DhTEt2/7/79 
PURPOSEs THIS "ODULE READS THE TAPE DATA FRO" FILE 
'TD', PRINTS HEADER IHFORftATIOH, AND CO"PUTES H-DELTA X 
CO"PILER HOSTACK 
SUBROUTINE HDR(ITE"P,IREC,H) 
DI"EHSIOH ITEftP(1'8' ) 
DOUILE PRECISION IYD,IYD1,IYD2,II 
CALL FOPEH(2,'TD',28.e ) 
CALL READR(2,IREC,ITErap,1,IER ) 
YRITE (18,1') (ITEftP(J),J-2,21) 
FOR"AT (lX,28A2) 
TVPE 'HU"BER OF SAftPLES·',ITEftP (22) 
CALL CORD(ITE"P,23,IYD ) 
IX-IUD 
TVPE 'X COORDINATE (ftICRONS)·' , IX 
CALL CORD (ITE"P,25,IUD) 
IV-IYD 
TVPE 'V COORDINATE ("ICRONS)·',IV 
CALL CORD(ITE"P,27,IYD ) 
IX-IYD 
TVPE 'DELTA X (H) (ftICRONS)··,IX 
H·IX 






































PROGRA""ER NA"E' S.P. SINGH 
REVISIOtU e 
DATEs 2/1-4/79 
PURPOSE' THIS "ODULE DECODES X,V COORDINATES AND 




DOUBLE PRECISION I~D,I~D1,IYD2,II 
DOUBLE PRECISION IJ,IK 






TVPE ·IX1·· .. IXl 
TVPE ·IX2·· .. IX2 
IF (IX1.LT.8) GO TO 18 
IF (IX2.LT.8) GO TO 28 
IUDt·IXt 
I~D2·IX2 
I~D - UrlD1lI 1+ IUD2 
GO TO 58 
CALL ICLR(IX2 .. 15) 





GO TO 50 
IX3·-IX1-1 
IX-4·-IX2-1 
IF(IX-4.LT.0 ) GO TO 30 
UJD1·IX3 
IUD2-!X 
N ~ N Q .-4 Q 
:::J -. :::J 
.... .... 
• X ..., . 
.... M MM 
MW .., .MW 




........ '0 ........... , .... ~ 
• Ii • .....J.-4 ru tU • • • .... :::l QQQ .JQQQQQc:\z: .... Q 
3:::J:::J0~:::J:::J:::J:::J:::J:JOWz: 
........ M~(.) .... MMMM .... (.)~~ 
• ('I) • ~




































IF ,NPI.CT.l") NP1~l 
DO .. e I-t,NPl 
JIC-JTENP CI)/8 
XTCI)-JIC/ l •• • 
CONTINUE 
YRITE (1 8,58 ) (XTCI).I -l.NP1) 
FOR"AT (1'(lX,FS.2» ) 
TVPE -DATA FOR"ATTIHC CO~lETED­
CAll FClOS {2 ) 


















s. P. S 
p 
# -.0 # 
771(#177 , 
• EQ. 15 ) GO TO 12 
) RETU 
T.YPE SPI8 
C FILE SPle-"EANS 
C PROCPA""ER HA"EI S.P. SING 
C REUISIOt4l1 
C DATEI 3/19/79 
C PURPOSE I THIS "ODULE CALLS OTHER "ODUlES TO COftPUTE "EAN ° C RA~ DATA AND NOR"~LIZ~ DATA TO DIFFUSE DENSITY U"ITS A"D ZERO 
CO"PILER NOSTACK 
C 
SUBROUTINE "EA"S {ITE"P,XTE"P,HP,NR,DDF ) 
551. IS "EANS 
DI"lHSION ITE"p(le •• ) 
DI"ENSION XTE"p(le •• ) 




CALL AUG CITE"P,ICHR,NR,NP,RAU" ) 
CAll HR"LZ(ITE"P,XTE"P,DDF,ICHR,NR ~ NP,ICH",RAY" ) 
-
DD"-DD-
-- TVPE -"EAN OF HOR"AlIZED DATA- -,DD I 



















DO 10 I-l,NR 
s S.P. 51 
• • , ) 
CALL READRCICHZ,I,TEAP,l,IER) 
NPI -NP( I ) 
THIS COMPUTES THE "EAN SQUARE 






C THIS COMPUTES THE ROOT ~EAN SQUARE 
SIC-SQRT CXSQlINP/CINP-1» 
TVPE ·~EAN SQUARE VALUE - I,XSQ 
TVPE IROOT "EAN SQUARE VALUE - ',SIC CALL FCLOSCICHZ -




f" . -I --~~_ - -~ -- '-"'iF -,;:... :z:;;a 
TVPE SP12 
C FILE SPI2-AUTOCOR 
C PROGRAftftER HAftE: S.P. SIHGH 
C REVISIOtU 1 
C DATEt .. / .. /79 
C PURPOSE. THIS "ODULE CO"PUTES THE AUTOCORRELATION AND 
C NOR"ALIZED AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION Of Z"EAN DATA. 
C RAT IS THE AUTOCOR VALUES 
C RATH IS THE HOR"ALIZED AUTOCOR VAULES 
C TE"P,XT ARE IUfFERS 
CO"PILER HOSTACK 
SUBROUTINE AUTOCORCTE"P,NP,HR,",RAT,P,Q ) 
IHTEGER P,Q 
DlftENSION HPCS.) 
OIftENSION RATNCle1),RAT (1el) 
OIftENSION XTC1.1) 
DIftEHSIOH TE"p(leee ) 
TVPE ·AUTOCORRELATION IS BEIHG CO"PUTED· 
-... ICHZ·S I 
l\:) CALL FOPENCICHZ,·ZRO·, .. eee ) w 00 S I-l,leee 
S TE"PCI)-e 




"R-P .. l 
NR1-HR+1 
IHP-' 
DO 2. I-l,HRl 
IfCI.EQ.HR1) GO TO ge 
CALL READR CICHZ,I, TE"P,l ,IER) 
IHP-INP+NP CI) 
HPI-HPCI) 
DO 3e I3-1,HPl 



























1 # Ur,Rl v • 
JRaJ-1 
DO 70 I?e1#NPl 




IF(I.NE .NR) GO TO ae 




DO 85 J-l#rtR 
RAT(J )-RAT(J)/(INP-J+1_(a,(p+Q») 
CO~TINUE 
DO lee J-l#,.,R 
RATN(J)aRAT(J)/RAT(l ) 
CONTINUE 
TVPE e R R-HA 
DO aeee J-l#rtR 
IR-J-l 



























PROGRA""ER NA"Es S.P. SINGH 
REVISIONS • 
DATE. 2/20/79 
PURPOSE: THIS "ODULE CO"PUTES A HISTOGRA" FOR THE DATA 
CO"PIlER NOSTACK 
SUBROUTINE HIST (ITE"P,A,B,NC,NR,NP) 
DI"EHSION ITE"p(1eee),NP(S8),NHST (le1),"STC181 ) 
CALL FOPEN(3,·RD·,2ee0> 
TVPE ·HISTOGRA" BEING CO"PUTED· 
CI IS CLASS INTERVAL 
NCI-NC+l 
CI-(B-A)/NC 




DO Ie J-1,NR 
CALL READR(3,J,ITE"P,l,IER ) 
NPI-NP(J) 
CALL DClS(ITE"P,NP1,CI,NHST) 




C COMPUTE FIRST CLASS CONTAINING AT LEAST ONE POIN 
C 
DO 38 : -1.NC l 
IF (~~ r(I).GE.l ) GO TO 48 
3e CONT HtUE 
I"IN ~j 
C 
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SP1S 
FILE SP1S-DCLS 
PROGRA""ER NA~EZ S.P. SINGH 
REVISIONS e 
DATEs 2 / 26/ 79 
-= ~ 
PURPOSES THIS "ODUlE ASSIGNS A DATA VALUE TO A CLASS 
INTERVAL FOR CO"PUTING HISTOGRAft. 
COftPILER NOSTACIC 
SUBROUTINE DCLS CITE"P,NP1 , CI,NHST ) 
DI"ENSION ITE"p ( 18e8),HHST(181) 
DO 18 1-1,181 
NHST(I)·e 
CONTINUE 
DO 28 I-l,HPl 

































DO 10 1·1* 
CALL READR(ICHR*IIITEMP*l I IER ) NPI·I'IP(I) 
DO 20 J-1 I NFI 





TVPE eRA~ MEAN - elRAUM 


















PROGRA""ER ttA"EI S.P. SIttGH 
REVISION:1 
DATEl 3/ 19/79 
PURPOSE' THIS "ODULE ttOR"ALIZES THE FILE 
DATA BV "ULTIPLVINC THE DATA POINTS 
BV THE DIFFUSE DEttSITV FACTOR AND CREATES A NEU FILE . 
CO"PILER NOSTACK 
SUBROUTIttE NR"lZ(ITE"P,XTE"P,DDF,ICHR,NR,HP,lCHN,RAUM ' 
SP17 IS NR"LZ 
DI"EMSION ITE"p(teee ), HP (S' ) 
DI"EttSIOtt XTE"p ( leee ) 
CALL FOPEtt(ICHtt,·NRD· , ~eee l 
CALL FOPENCICHR,·RD·,2eee ) 
DO 18 Y-l,NR 
CALL READR CICHR, I,ITE"P ,1, IER ) 
NPla;NPCl ) 
DO 28 J-l,NPI 
XTE"PCJ)-ITE"PCJ)'DDF/RAU 
COI'fTINUE 








C ~WUGRA""ER NP.~E: S.P. SINGH 
C --~ - -
C 
- ... . - - _ ... ...,..-, ~ 
C PVRPOSE: THIS nODULE NORfiAlIZES UHIH ~y ~UBTRACTING C THE DIFFUSE DENSITY ~UlTIPLYER FRO~ THE NOR~AlIZED _.~.~. C C~~OTING A N~U ~T'~ 
ItE 
C OUTln~ £H~RN(ITEMP.ICHH.IC SS18 IS -
Dl111£NSI0 
REAL I1E 
CALL FOPEN(ICH~.·ZRD •• ~0ee) 
CALL FOPEN(ICHN.·N~D •• ~ege) 




. DO 20 J-l.NPI , 
:." ITEMPeJ}-ITE"peJ)-DD :;:, 
ae CONTINUE 



















PROGRA""ER NA"E t S.P . SING~ 
R£VISIOtU 8 
DATEl 3/19/79 
PURPOSE' THIS "ODULE CO"PUTES THE POYER SPEC 
CO"'PILER NOSTAC 
SUBROUTINE PSDF(RAT , ".H.XL,GKC l 
DI"ENSION RAT (1 81 ),GKC(181).GKH(181 ) 
AL DENSITY FUNCTIOn. 





DO 18 KR-I, 
Su"-e. 
R2-"R-2 
DO 28 JR"1."R2 
SU"-SU"+RAT(JR+l)'COS(3.1 ~ lS9 tJRt ( KP-l)/( ftR-1 » 
CONTI NUE 






















IlE 5P21- I .. 
PROGRA""ER NA"EI S .P. SjHG 
REVISIOHs! 
DAl"ES 3 /! 9 /19 PURPOSEs THIS "ODULE PERFOR"S THE IHVERSE 
OH THE POYER SPECTRAL DEHSITY FUNCTION. 
CO"PILER HOSTAC 
SUBROUTINE INF(GKC*GKCP*Q*" ) 
DI"ENSION GKC(!e1).GKCP(let ) 
IHTEGE 
1-3.1 .. 159 
LTE OPE 10 
C C CO"PUTE THE FILTERED PS 
C DO 18 1(1-1, 
- K1-1 
IF(K.GT.e) GO TO 5 
GKCP(Kl)aGKC(Kl ) 
GO TO 1e 
5 IF(SIN«K*PI) l (2'Q+1)/(2l~».LT.1.v~-vvl I " ~ 
l -THE DENO"IHATOR OF SINE FUttCTIOH BE LOY 1.8E-e6 EttCOUNTERED Itt I~· GKCP(Kl)-GKC(Kl)'«2'Q+l )*SIN«~--. '.'~ •• \\IC IN lf ~.PI ) l (2'Q+1 ) 
• /( 2lI'0»"2 1e CONTINUE 
TVPE - K GKC(K) GKCP (K) -
DO 28ee J-t, 
lR-J-l 
ITE(18*180) lR*GKCCJ)*GKCP(J ) 























GO TO 10 


























PROGRA""ER NA"ES S.P. SING 
REVISIOrH 2 
DATEt -4 /28/79 
PURPOSES THIS "ODULE PERFORMS THE lOU FREQUE NCY OPE 
ON THE Z-HORrtAlIZED DATA . 
COrtPllER MOSTAC 
SUBROUTINE LFF ( TErtP t ,TErtP2 , TE"P3, 
DI"ENSION TE"pl(18e8 ) ,TE~p2(l8ee ) ,TE"P3(le88 ) 
INTEGER QUO,P,Q ,P2,NP1(S8), REC1, REC2, REC3 
YPE 'DATA IS BEI~~ FILTERED FO~ LOU FREQUENCu . 
CALL FOPEN (2,'ZRO',-4e8e ) 
CALL FOPEN (3,·ZP',-48ee l 
CALL FOPEH ( ~,·PAR· ) 
EAD BINARV (-4) NPl, . , .. , 
CALL FCLOS ( ~ ) 
CALCULATE t O~ RECO 
I ND REC. t vF FI~5 
MP-MP1 ( 1 ) 
MREC-(2*P+l) / MP 
CO"FUTE FlRST SU 
IF(~OD(2*P+l,MP).GT.e ' NREC -NREC+l QUO-pot 
IF(~OD{P,NP ). GT.e) QUO-QuO+1 
IF (QUO.EQ .l) GO TO 3 
JQUO-QUO-l 
DO 2 I-l,JQUO 
CALL READR (2,I,TErtPl,1,IER ) 
CALL URITR (3,I,TErtPl,1,IER ) 
CONTINU 
CONTIMUE 














C FIND LOCATION OF FIRST FOINT 
C 
CALL WtPU~(~ . GUO_T~~~1_t _ T~C) 
C 
2#NMP 
C CALCULATE REC I OF PTS. I,I-P-1,I+P C 
c 
RECI-I /NP 




IFCMODCI+P,NP).GT.0) REC3 -REC3+1 




C~Ll READR (2 ,REC1*TE~Pl,1,IER ) 
CHLl READR (2,REC2,TE~P2,1,IER ) 
CALL REA DR (2,REC3,TEMP3,1,IER ) 


























tOC3-( I ~P)-(NP'(REC3-1» 
READ RES~ECTIVE RECORDS TO OBTAIN I,I-P-l,I+P 




IF (IREC2.EQ.REC2) GO TO 68 
CALL READR (2,REC2,TE"P2,l,IER) 
IREC2-REC2 
CONTINUE 






CALL READR(3,REC1 ,TE"Pl,l,IER) 
TE"P1C LOCI) eXT 
CALL YRITR (3,REC1 ,TE"Pl,l,IER ) 
CONTINUE 
IF CREC1.EQ.NR) GO TO 90 
RECI-REC1+1 
DO 88 I-REC1,NR 
CALL READR (2,I,TE"Pl,l,IER) 



















NP,2-NPl (1 ) 
NR2-NR 
DO 1 1-l,NR 
CALL READR(3,IITE~Pl#1,IER) 
CAll READRC3,HR2#TEMP2#1.IER) 



















C ;ILE SP2~·HFF 
C PROGRArt"ER NArtEl S.P. SINGH 
C REVISIONs 2 
C DATES ~/28/79 
C PURPOSEt THIS "ODUlE PERFOR"S THE HIGH FREQUENCV OPERATION 0 
C THE lOY FREQUENCY DATA. 
CO"PILER HOSTACK 
C SUBROUYINE HFFCTE"Pl,TE"P2,TE"P3 , NP1,P,HR ) 







TYPE -DATA IS BEIHG FILTERED FOR HIGH FREQUENCY· 
CALL FOPEN(2,·Zp- , ~eee ) 
CALL FOPEN(3,·Zpp·,~eee ) 
CALL FOPEN(~,·PAR· ) 
READ BINARY (~) NPI,Q, P,N 
CALL FC lOS(~ ) 
CALCULATE t O~ RECORDS TO COrtPUTE FIRST SU" AND 
FIND RE C. t OF FIRST POINT 
HP-tiPl(1 ) 
NREC·C2.P+I)/NP 
IF("OD(2'P+I,NP).GT.0) NREC·NREC+I QUO · P/NP 
IF("OD(P,NP).GT.0) QUO-QUO+1 
C CALCULATE FIRST SU" (POJ NT P+l) 
C 
NI·e 
su ... · e.e 
00 1e I·1,NREC 
CALL READR (2, I,TE"'Pl,1,IER ) 
DO 28 J ·l,NP 
SU ... ·SU ... +TEI'1P l(J) 
Nl·"H il 

























CALL READR ( 2,REC1,TE~Pl,1,IER ) 
CALL READR (2 ,REC2,TE~P2,1,lER ) 




CALCULATE LOC. OF PTS. I,I-P-l,I+P IN RESPECTIVE RECORDS LOCl-I-CNPl(REC1-1» 
LOCa-(I-p-l)-CNPl(REC2-1» 
tOC3-(I+P)-(NPl(REC3-1» 





IF (IREC1.EQ.REC1) GO TO 58 
CALL READR (2,REC1.TE"Pl,l,IER) 
IRECI-RECI 
58 COHTIHUE 
IF (IREC2.EQ.REC2) GO TO G8 
CALL ~EADR (2,REC2,TE"P2,l,IER) 
IREC2-REC2 
68 COHTIHUE 
IF (IREC3.EQ.REC3) GO TO 18 

















CALL ~RlrR ( 3,REC1,TE"~l,l,IER ) 
COHTINUE QUO-O/NP 
IFcrtODCQ,NP).GT.e) QUO-QUO+l 
IP-Q-(CQUO-l ) S~P)~P 
CALL READRC3,QUO,TE"Pl,1,IER ) 
TVPE • Z I , • 
TVPE (TErtPl(I),I-IP,NP) 




DO 1 I-l,NR 
CALL READR(3,I,TErtPl,l,lER ) 
CALL READR(3,NR1,TE"P2,i,IER ~ 






































PROGRA""ER NA"EI S. P. SINGH 
REVISIONse 
DATEs .. /28/79 
PURPO~ES THIS "ODUlE PERFOR"S THE APERTURE CO"PENSATIO 
OPERATION ON THE INVERSE FILTERED PSDF FOR SPl AND SPL. 
CO"PIlER NOSTACK 
SUBROUTINE AC1CGKCP.GKC3P.".H.XA ) 
DI"ENSION GKCPClel).GKC3P Clel ) 
PI-3 . 1"IS9 
"R·P.., 1 
DO It' Kl-1."R 
K-Kl-1 
!FCK.GT.8) GO TO S 
GKC3P CKl)-GKCP CKl ) 
GO TO I e 
IF CSIH CC K.PI.XA)/ (2*H*" ».lT.1.8E- e6 ) TVPE 
• -THE DENO"INATOR OF SINE FUNCTON BElOU l.eE-8S ENCOUNTERCD IN AC-
GKC3P CKl ) -GKCPCK1)* CCCK*PI*XA )/C 2*H*"» / SINC CK.PI*XA )/ C2*H*" » )'*2 
CONTINUE 
TVPE - K GK CCK) GK C3P CK)-
DO 2eee J-l."R 
IR-J-l 
UR!TE ( le.lee ) IR.GKCP CJ ). GKC3P CJ ) 




-\. 78 : 76 1.62 1 as 1.8-4 1.1r.> l.a3 
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AUTORADIOGRAPHIC ENHANCE~ENT PROCESS 
DATA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 
III-i 
PREFACE 
This is the User r~nual for the software developed for 
the evaluation of the Wiener Spe~crum and Modulation Transfer 
Function of the Autoradiographic Enhancemen Process. 
This report is Volume 3 of the Final Report prepared by 
ESPEE, INC. under Contract No. NAS8-33405 for the Space 
Sciences Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight 
Center. The NASA COR for this contr~ct is Dr. C. A. Lundquist. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 
This manual is a desc r iption of the use of the Autoradiogr-
aphic Data Analysis software package with the Data General 
NOVA 1200 computer system. 
In the following description, the symbol) means a carriage 
return on the tektronix. If at any tice a typing mistake is 
made, the character typed may be de.leted by t yping the RUBOUT 
key. Any execution of a program OT ·:ommand may be nullified 
by pressing the CNTRL and A keys simultaneously . 
In case of problems, call the person in charge of the 
computer system. 
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2. NOVA POWER-UP PROCEDURE 
Before the Autoradiographic Data Analysis software package 
may be used, the NOVA system ~lst be powered up and the operating 
system placed into the computer . The procedure for doing this 
i.s as follows : 
1 . lu~n power on to the NOVA computer using t he front panel 
ke y . 
2 . Turn power on to the die . controller (mounted on the DATA 
GE~ERAL rack) using the front panel key . 
3. Make sure the .Jdck labelled ESPEE is mounted in the disk 
drive. 
If it is not, the pack labelled ESPEE may be mounted as 
follows : 
(a). Remove the pack inside the drive by following 
these step& : 
(i). Raise the lid of the disk drive. 
(ii). Set the clear plastic cover onto the 
disk pack. 
(iii) . Turn the handle counterclockwise until 
a pop is heard. 
(iv). Raise the disk pack out and place it on 
the bottom cover. 
(v). Lock the bottom cover . 
(b) . Replace the pack marked ESPEE inside the drive 
by following these steps : 
(i) . Unlock and remove the bottow cover from 
the disk pack. 
(1i). Place the pack in the drive. 
(iii). Turn the handle clockwise until tight. 
(iv). Rewove the clear plastic cover. 
(v ). Close the lid of the disk drive. 
4. Turn power on to the disk drive by pressing the on button 
on the drive. Wait for the green light on the disk drive 
II 1-2 
to come on before proce.ding. 
5. Turn power on to the Tektronix graphici display. 
After the screen br1~htens, pel. the CLEAR button . Flip 
the LINE/LOCAL Iwitch to LOCAL. Pre •• the ESC key. Press 
the; key. Flip the LINE/LOCAL switch back to LINE . This 
sets the character size for the terminal to the smallest. 
For medium and large character sizes respe~tively, press 
9 and 8 instead of ; in the above procedure. 
6. Turn power on to the Hard Copy Unit . The unit requires 
about 10 minutes to warm up. 
7. Set the switch~s on the NOVA computer panel to octal 00033. 
(This corresponds to switches 11,12,14 and 15 up; all other 
down) . Raise the RESET switch momentarily. Next, raise 
the switch 0 on the computer panel up. Now ra~ ' momentarily 
the PROGRAM LOAD switch on the computer panel. 
This series of operations loads the operating system : nto 
the computer memor.y. The word FILENAME? will appear on the 
Tpktronix screen . 
8. Type the word SYS32K). When requested by the computer, 
enter the date using the format MM/DD/YY ) ,and the time 
using the format HH:~~ : SS ;. Computer types R. 
This completes the steps required to get the computer 
powered-up . the next series of steps are required to prepare 
for using the Autoradiographic Data Analysis pacl.age. 
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3. TAPE MOUNTING PROCEDURE 
The source of input data for the Autoradiographic Data 
Analysis package is the Microdensitometer output tape. The 
procedure for mounting the tape is as follows: 
1. Turn power on to the magnetic tape recorder. 
2. Pullout the lever marked :OVERRIDE 
3. Mount the tape on the available ~lot and turn the handle 
clockwise until tight. 
4. Thread the tape as shown in the diagram on the tape recorder 
unit, and a few feet of tape on the empty reel. 
S. Press the LOAD/UNLOAD button on the recorder. 
6. Press the FORWARD button on the recorder. 
7. When the tape stops winding, press th~ REnOTE butt0n on 
the recorder. 
The tape r.ecorder is now ready for operation. Type 
INIT MT¢~ on the Tektronix terminal. The system is now ready 
for program execution. 
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4. PROGRAM EXECUTION 
The prolram can be axecuted with four optionl : (1) Without 
Filterl, (2) With Low Frequency Fiitt:L' Only I (3) With Hilh 
Frequency Filter Only, and (4) With Both Filterl. For program 
execution the followinl Itepi are followed : 
1. Without Filters 
1. Type DIR ESPEE ). Computer types R. 
2 . Type ~Pl). 
The c~mputer will now ask for the user-specified inputs 




HEIGHT OF SCANNING SLIT,XL-
WIDTH OF SCANNING SLIT,XA-
3. After typing each value, type). ~.fuen all values are 
specified, the computer will halt after progra~ execution 
is complete. 
2. With Low Frequency Filters Only 
1. Type DIR ESPEE~. Computer types R. 
2. Type SPL). 
The computer will now ask for user-specified inputs 
to the program, one at a time. These inputs are : 
FILE ~UHBER, NF-
DIFFUSE DENSITY FACTOR, DOF-
~~IMUM LAC FACTOR,M-
HEIGHT OF Sr.~~NING SLIT,XL-
WIDTH OF SCANNING SLIT,XA-
LOW FREQUE~CY FILTER PA~1ETER,P-
3. After typing each value, type;. When all values are 
specified, the computer will halt after program execution 
is complete. 
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3. With Hi~h Frequ~rcy Filt r Only 
1. Type DIR ESPEE ). Computer typ s R. 
2. Type SPH ). 
The computer will now ask for us - pecl ied inputs 
to the program, one at a time. These inputs are : 
FILE NUNBER, '~F-
DIFFUSE DENSITY FA"'-rOR, DDF-
MAXIMm1 LAG FACTOR,M-
HEIGHT OF SC~~NING SLTT,XL-
WIDTH OF SCANNING SLI:" , XA-
H:iGH FREQUENCY FILTER PAWfETER, Q-
3 . After typing each value, type). \~en all values are 
specified, the computer will halt after progr m execution 
is complete. 
4. W~th Both Filters 
1. Type DIR ESPEE). ~om?uter types R. 
2. Type SP2) . 
The computer will now ask for user-specified inputs 
to the program, one at a time. These inputs are: 
FILE Nill1BER, NF= 
DIFFUSE DE. SITY FACTOR, DDF-
MAXIMUM LAG FACTOR,M= 
HEIGHT OF SCfu~NING SLIT,XL-
\.JIDTH OF SCANNING SLIT, XA-
LOW FREQ~ENCY FILTER PARAMETER,ps 
HIGH FREQUE~(;Y FILTER PARAl'1ETER, Q=: 
3. After typing each value, type). When all values are 
specified, the computer will halt after program execution 
is complete. 
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5. OBTAINING A HARD COPY 
The results of ~he program execution may be recorded by 
using the Hard Copy Unit. ~ copy ~i the Tektronix display 
may be obtained by pre~sing the AUTO PRINT/COPY switch on the 
Tektronix keyboard to COPY. 
In case the results take more than one pag~, automatic 
copying of the result3 may b accomplished as follows : 
1. Set the AUTO PRINT/COPY switch to AUTO PRINT. 









. SY TEr-t SHUT 0 WN PROCEDURE 
The proc r.ur' f r 
Typ RELEAoJE ~lTO ) 
Type RELEASE D 6 ) . 
hutting down th ystem is as follows: 
This will c use th compu er to r.alt. 
Turn power off to th hard copy unit. 
Turn pow r 0 f t o the Tektronix Lerminal. 
Turn power off co the disk drive by pushing the 0 button. 
Press th LOAD/U LOAD button on the tap recorder. Manually 
rewind th tap nd remove it from the tape recorder. 
7. (Caution : BeEor . ex cu in g tl1i s step, make sure that the 
disk has stopped spinnin . ) Turn pow r off to the disk 
controll r. 
8. T rn power of [ t o th . OVA computer. 




7. PROGRAM LIMITATIONS 
The following are some of the limitations of the program. 
In actual practice, these l imi tat !0~~ are not likely to be 
violated. 
1. The maximum no. of data points on a record on the microde-
nsitometer tape is 1000. 
2. The maximum no . of records per file on the microdensitometer 
tape is 50. 
3. The maximnm value of the Maximum Lag Factor, M is 100. 
4 . For comparison with the microdensitometer printout, at 
most 300 data points will be printed from the first data 
record. 
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1.8' 1.89 1.8s) 1.85 1.82 1. Be 1.79 1.79 1.81 I.BI 17 -' .229C!£ -6 -'.48iZE -J 
1.82 I.S5 1.82 1.8i 1. 81 ! .82 1.8a 1 83 1.85 1.82 18 - '.8J91E -5 - e.178'[ -1 
1. 79 1.82 1.81 1.84 1.87 1.8'" 1.8. 1. 81 1.8Z 1.85 19 -1.2('72£ - ... -'.4]~6£ -I 
1.86 I.BS 1.87 1.8'" 1.79 1. 79 1.8a 1.8. 1.81 1.86 2. - '.259]( - 4 -1.551. -I 
1.84 1.li4 1.89 1.85 1.8e 1.81 1.83 1.8S 1.83 1.84 21 -1.24SSE - .. -1.52'9£ -I 
1.84 1.84 1.86 1.82 1.79 1.81 1.81 1.79 1.78 1.81 22 - ~.2"21( -4 -'.SIll[ -I 
1.82 1.80 1.79 1. 79 1.85 1.85 1.81 1.8. 1.79 1.8. 23 - •• )4]4[ - ... -'.728SE -I 
1-4 1.79 1. 79 1 . se 1.82 1.85 1.84 1.78 1.77 1.79 1.78 24 - ..... ~e£ - ... - .... 44£ • 
1-4 1. 76 1. 7 ... 1.75 1. 7& 1.79 1. 78 1.76 1.74 1.76 1.77 2S -'.S663E - ... - '.12ft£ • 
1-4 1.77 1.79 1.82 1.78 \.78 1.18 1. 78 1.77 1.77 1.8. 26 -1.7KIE -4 -'.1498E • 
I 1.80 1.8) 1.8) 1. 811 1.81 1.81 1.77 1. 78 1.8'" 1.8) 27 - e.7tS4E - .. -0.1"'s.:;( • 
-
1.82 1.82 1.85 1.83 1.84 1.81 1. 78 1.77 l.8. t. 71 28 - ..... 19 ... £ - ... -'.8897[ - I ~ 
.. 82 1.87 1.83 1. 81 1.81 1.81 1.8e 1.82 1.8. 1.81 Ie CKC I ( I ca:c"" ·. I 
1.81 I. 7S 1.73 1.78 1.79 t. 75 1.76 \ .81 LiZ 1.81 i 1.6''''6£ I ., 6 111"6[ 1 
1.8. I.BZ LiZ 1.8" 1.83 L8e 1.81 1.82 1.86 1.86 1 I.6591E 2 .. '6\i£ 2 
1.87 1.85 1.84 1.84 1.88 1.88 1.84 1. 86 1.88 1.88 2 I.Je26£ 2 ~ '''.:; ,£ 2 
1.83 1.81 1.82 1.84 1.8'" 1.83 1.83 1.85 1.83 1.79 J 8.5156£ 2 '. : - -.~ 2 
1.17 1.77 1.81 1.77 1.84 1.88 1.81 1.81 1.81 I.se 4 a. )955£ 2 ' . 4186£ 2 
1. 78 1.79 1.83 1.79 1.71 1.17 1.76 1.77 1.7'1 1.81 5 I .... SI9( 2 .... 75 ... E 2 
1.78 1.76 1. 81 1.85 1.8'" 1.85 1.83 1.81 1.8. 1.8. 6 e.4379£ 2 . . .. 71i!£ 2 
1.77 1.78 1.79 1.77 loBI 1.79 1.76 1.79 1.77 1.8' 7 e.3648( 2 e.4t))£ 2 
1.14 1.85 1.87 1.8'" 1. 75 1.79 l.iZ I. Bi! 1. 78 1.76 8 '.2371[ 2 '.27~3£ 2 
.. 78 1. 78 1.81 1.81 1.8. 1.18 1.79 1.81 1.79 LB. 9 8.1355£ 2 e.16,le£ 2 
1.17 ! . ?S 1.79 1.81 1.77 1.77 1.78 1.74 1.74 1.71 .. •. 17 ... 7[ 2 '.2148£ 2 
1.79 11 •. 1.95£ 2 '.''''7£ 2 
DATA fORnATTINC COftPL£TED 12 1.154'£ 2 , . ze9~ 2 
RA~ DA1A STORED ON DISK. 13 ..1479£ 2 e.21~8( 2 
HISTOC.~ I£I"~ ConPUTED : ... '.1215E i! '.I ~J7[ a 
15 '.6169E 1 • .9~1£ 1 
TOTAL NO. OF CLASSES· 1M 16 '.144)E I ~.I"'''oiI[ 2 
CLA 'iS ItO. ItO. OF DATA POINTS 17 '.'''71E I if. 12\l1E 2 
4 \ 2 18 '.'-:-99£ I '.1781[ 2 
42 2 19 1.3"04E I 1.?s2IE I 
4J a 2. ' . 4612£ I •. t liSE 2 
.... J4 21 '.'''29[ I '.J843£ I 
.. 5 216 22 '.3939£ I '.1l8IE 2 
.. , 3"'9 23 '.I"'89[ 1 .... S5E I 
.. 7 Zt6 24 '.2528£ I O. !.I6IX I 
.. , 41 2!> '.7)72[ I '.l216£ I 
49 1 26 •. 19(!!;[ 1 '.979!E I 
RAY PtE"" • '.14S4118[ 4 27 '.iil)£ .. '.)7.0£ I 
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'.5244E 2 '.5i4J( 2 
7 ' . l729£ 2 .... 12IE 2 
8 l.lOSE 2 0.27SI( 2 
i •. 14SSE 2 '.1722£ 2 
I. '.18llE 2 ' . 2254E 2 
.. O.17'2E 2 '.21S8£ 2 
12 ' . 117S£ 2 '.2Sl2E 2 
Il ' . 1717E 2 __ .2433E 2 
14 ' . 25'IE 2 '.37S2E 2 
15 • . IS99( 2 •. 25Se£ 2 
Ii •• l.s9E 2 ' . 52ie£ 2 
17 '.5957£ 2 1.1Ill£ 1 
..... 'I .... 277£ 1 '.16S6E 1 
..... '9 '.1115£ 4 '.ll44E 4 
..... at ' . USI( 1 '.~793E 3 
I 21 ' . 2&81E l ' . 72 •• £ 2 
.... 22 '.2114£ 2 '.il4IE 2 
c:n 23 '.I~IE 2 '.3445£ 2 
24 '.18411: 2 '.4.l4E 2 
25 '.762-4£ 1 ' . l347E 2 
2' '.S99B( 1 '.4577£ 2 
27 '.SS94E t '.ll37E 2 
2. '.4l65£ , '.3.2SE 2 
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-
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SP2 ""Aft Of HORMlIZED DAT.- •. 11,... I 
fiLE NU".ER.HF-S Cl: II ftn~ HUI:U ~~ ~ft..f~..t, DlffU$[ ~EH5ITV fACTOR.'DF-I.27 
~xlftUft LAG fACTOR.ft-28 "EM SOUM[ VALUE - '.2111Sa -3 
HEIGHT or SC~IHG illT .XL-IM. IilOOT ~Nf SQUM£ VALUE - ' . I5798S[ -I 
~IDTH Of $C"""IHG SLIT. X~-2S IllUTOCOMHATIOH IS KINe COfWtUT£D 
LOU rRE\lUE",~\' FILTER PARMETER.P-21 It 1iI-t¥T HORf'I. _-MT 
HICH FREOU£H\;V fTLTU PARAltET[It.O-1 • ' . Jta7£ - ] '.1'" I 
""" PREPMRATIOH CO~"CED I •• ;!SIC!( -] '.I=- • 
HU"IER Of' rI L E S St.;l PP£ l" 4 a '.1447£ - ] .... 7'?SIE • fILE IS tElHC R£AP f~ ThPE ] •• 46saa: - 4 '.1551( • 
HUff.ER Qf R£CORDS R("p- ] 4 -' . 12~ - 5 -e . l7lI£ -I 
rILE READ flitOf'! T~ AftD URITT[H Ott DISI( 5 -'.JeW( -4 -e . I'II£ • lSA-a la •• - L E-I 3 ' l7'79STEP 1.> lp " , -'.lU4£ -4 -e . II6Sl • ~IER Of SAftPl£S- 181 7 -'.II7S£ - 4 - '.&Sa4£ - I 
x COORDI~TE ,ftICRONSlo -I I -' . ]471( -5 -'.1141£ -I 
Y \'OORDI~T[ , ftICIWttS .. 4 I '.s.ee£ - 5 '.1". - I 
DELTA X IHI ("ICRO"5)- IS I. '.2194£ - 5 '.'.17£ -2 
Do\TA 15 .El .... rORMTTED It - •. ~ -5 -'.2111£ -I 
l.b2 1.60 1.6' LS. 1.8] I.S2 1.81 1.78 1.82 1.79 12 -' . 1l74E - 4 - . . .. 541£ - 1 
1.76 1.79 1.85 1.82 1.8" 1.87 1 . 87 1.8. 1.79 1.11 13 -e . "78£ -4 -' . 5511[ - I 
1.11 1.77 1.79 1.83 1. lIZ 1 . 82 1.84 1.81 ... 1.85 I" - • . "78( - .. - '.5S4S€ - I 
1.86 1.82 I.Sl 1.14 1.12 1.14 1.81 1.:'8 1.11 1.85 I S - '.1l"7( -4 - .... ..sIE - I 
1.86 1.81 t.89 1.85 1.82 1.1. 1.79 1.79 I." 1.'1 Ii -e . 113)( - 5 -'.2V~ - I 
1.12 1.8S 1.&2 l.a. 1.11 1.82 1.82 \.83 1.85 1.82 17 - '.7328E - 5 - '.2421£ - I 
1.11 I.S2 1.111 1.14 1.87 1.84 1.11. 1. 81 1.82 ... 5 18 -e .llS4£ - 4 - ' . ]lIlE - I 
1.86 I.SS 1.87 1.14 1.79 1 . 79 •. 112 Lee 1.81 •• 86 .9 ~ . II')( - 4 - '.iIS4£ -I 
I.a .. I.S" 1.89 LIS I.S. 1 . 1l 1.83 LIS •• 83 ..... 2 • - ' . 24'1£ - .. -e.IlSiE - I 
.... 1.14 1.84 1.8 .. 1.82 l. 79 1.81 1 . 81 1.79 1.78 1.81 21 - ' .2a9 t E - 4 - '.ISSI( -I 
.... 1.12 1.&t' 1.79 1.79 1.85 LIS I." t." 1.79 1.1' 22 - ' . 34t5E - 4 - '.IIlS( • 
.... 1.19 1.78 1.1' 1.82 1 . 85 1.84 1.78 t.77 t. 79 1.78 2] -t . 417 1£ - 4 - ' . 1)11( • I 1. 76 1.7" 1. 7S t.?8 1.79 1.71 t. 76 t. 74 1.76 1. 77 24 - ' . SI54( - 4 -' . 17')[ • ~ t. 77 1.79 1.82 1.78 I. 78 1.?8 1.78 t.77 1.77 1.8. cs - ' . 6M7( - 4 - ' . I98S( • 0) 1.11 1.83 1.8] 1.8. I.S. t.81 1.71 1.78 1.84 1.83 26 - e . i1 7!>( - 4 -• . l.41£ • 1.la 1.S2 1.8S 1.83 1.84 1 . 81 1.78 1. 77 1 . 8' 1.71 Z7 - ' .52,a: - 4 - • . 17l9£ • 1.82 1.87 1.83 L8t 1.8' t.8t I.S2 t.82 1.8. l.8t 28 - e . ) 4t 5l - 4 -• . 1I4S[ • 1.81 I. 7S I. 73 1.78 l. 79 i .75 1.16 1.81 1.82 1.8. THE DOIOI'III'tHTI)~ or 51 H[ f"UHCTl ,* .no~ 1..-16 E",OUffT(It(D 1" 1"-
1.8' 1.82 1.82 1.8 .. 1.8] t.ee I.S1 t.82 1.86 1.86 TH( DENOI'IU~T.)R or stH[ FUftCTl Oft Incw 1.1(-16 E",-O~T[R(D I" IHF 
1.17 L8S 1.84 1.84 1.88 1.111 I.S4 1.86 I.BI 1.81 THE D£tIOftlttATOP OJ s tH( f uHfT tOtf Il lJ6.j 1.1( -16 (HC~T£R(D I" 1"-
1.8] L8t 1.82 1.84 l.a4 t.8] I.B3 1.8S 1 . 83 1.79 THE DEtIOl'ltttATOR OF 51 H[ r ul'tCTI Otf J£ LOU I..-~ [HCooPITU(D 1" IHF 
1.77 1.77 1 . 8t 1.71 1.8" 1.88 I . Bl 1.8e I." 1.8e THE D£"""'I~TOA OJ 5IH( r UNt TlOtt l(l~ 1.1£-.t6 (1tC'~'[RU 1" IHF 
I. 7' 1.79 1.83 1.79 1.78 1 . 77 1.76 t.77 1.77 1.81 THE DEHOI'II .... TOff or S IH( r U"C Tl Ott KLO&oI 1.1£ -'" EHCOUNTUU 1" IHF 
1.18 1.76 1.8t 1.85 1.8" 1.85 1.83 1.81 .. a • 1.8 • TH( D£NOftl ttATOff or 5t H( r lJ"CTI Otf IHO&oI 1.01( -16 [HC~T[r;£D I" 1"-
t.77 .. 7a 1.79 1.77 1.8t "79 t. 76 1.79 1 . 77 1.81 THE DEHO'U NATOA or 5 TH[ rt)NCTI Off .UO&oI l. tE-Ii [t1f~'\Uf'IT[R£D I" IHF 
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1.11 1.71 .... 1.8. .. ae I. 71 1.79 1.81 1.79 I . BO THE DEHI>"I" ATOff Of 5 1H[ r UHC Tl O" .HO&oI t. l(-e6 EItC'OUHTU(D I" I HF 
t.77 1.75 1.79 t . Bt 1.77 .. 71 1.78 1.7 .. 1.74 1.77 It C«C ( ( ) ClCC Pt It I 
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~T_ fOltMTTlHG CON»l[T[D 1 e . 6189£ 2 O.624i£ 2 
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2 '.1I1.K 2 '.1'34[ l. 
3 '.48)6£ 2 '.4gaSE 2 
.. ' . 41SlE 2 '.42gIE i! 
5 '.4164£ a '.08IE i! 
6 '.47aSE i! ' . s.eSE i! 
7 '.3"22( 2 1.378lE 2 
1 '.26SSJ[ 2 '.1I32E 2 g '.1I34E i! '.1l41E 2 l' ' . 212S( 2 '.liI3E i! 11 '.8J.4E 1 l . llti7E i! 
12 I . i!lii!£ i! ' . 2784E 2 
,. 
13 '.l1e5E i! ~.IS7SE i! 
14 1.21"IE 2 '.~l8E i! 
IS -1.33HE 1 -'.Sli!i!£ I 
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-
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-
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-
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• W. 1486£ 1 1 . )lIIE 2 1 '.ii!S4( 2 ' . l9lJE i! 
2 1.lI34[ 2 ' . 41Ii!E a 
3 '.4RS( 2 '.4294E 2 
4 '.4i!9IE 2 1.447aE 2 
5 '.4381£ 2 '.4SJSE 2 , 
'.SIISE 2 ' . 4S84£ 2 
7 '.378lE i! '.39aIE 2 
1 '.lI12E 2 l.a797£ a 
I '.114.E a l.a .. tE 2 
I. ' . itSIX 2 '.I\)fSJ[ 2 
II '.11i7£ 2 ' . 18llE 2 
12 '.271"E 2 l . i!lSlE i! 
1l '.IS7SE 2 '.USlE a 
I .. '.3211£ 2 '.1179E i! 
1& - • • 5322£ 1 l.lVt7E 2 
" 
'.5 .. ISE 2 ' . 1172E a 
17 -'.S76IE 2 l.lSUE J 
II '.i977£ ] - ' .2ISIE J 
18 -'.2iIIE 4 -'.8779£ 3 
2. '.l5t2SE 1 -'.4,,4E 3 
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N . 79-01 of Contract No. NAS8-J340S and is the Final R por 
prepared by ESPEE , IIC. under C ntract o. P.O. H-J0573B for 
the Space Sciences Laborat ory of the George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center. 
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2 . SOFTWARE MO ULES AFFECTED 
3 . P 0 RAM LISTINGS 
SPLIST---- ---------- --- ----------- ------------------- ----5 
SPIA------------------------- · -------------- --- ------ -----6 
SP2A----------------------------------------------------·-6 
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SPHA------------------------------------------------------
SP1--- ----------------------------------------- - -- -- - -- --- 7 
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4. S~~LE RUNS 2( 
SP1-------------- -- ----- - ------------ - - ----------- - --- - - 21 
SPL------- - ------- - ----------------------------------- - - 23 
SPH-------------- - --------------------- - --- - ------ - ------25 
SP2-------------------------------------··---------------- 27 
A-ii I 
l . N F DATA r\ ALYSI S S FT\.,r RE 
------
TI fo l l win ~ , modi' ';I ion ~ hav b n on 
o ~nl1 ysi sur w rc J . lop d und r n earli r con ra e · 
o . A 8- 33405 : 
1.1 Record Process i ng 
Th d tn f om ea h r cor in d '1 on micor n.,i om 
. p is ind ividu l y pr cessed. Al l r oc ss s, nam ly ~om u ~ 
his togram, compu e v rage, norm 1 ze d ta ,ca lc 1a c zero-me n 
ata , ilter d t f r low requ ncy, filter or high r q ' nc , 
comp u t nard vi tio compu ,:l 1 oco rr ela ion, comp' te 
power spectral density function, ppl . inv r s fil er t ran s or M, 
apply apertuc compensation and smoo he power spectral densit ies 
are applied co each record separet ly. These pro cesses were 




A t r t he ~u toco rrel Li on an smo thed pow r s pec ral 
ensity function y r ' omput e fo r e ch recor , ~n 
averag 0 thes a rray . i s comput -d. 
1.3. Com Standard D ~~~ __ -W~~~~_~ __ __ 
T s and~r d viat on nd e rror re co. u d f) 
average d autocorrelation n smou hed p wer per 1 d nsi cl 
arrays. The standard deviation is compu ed a s follows 
Stan ard D vi ion 
where M is he rn x la f ctor nd ;) 
n 
~he :;- h . d pi ln L 
Th rror ~ s cJmput ed sallows 
. 
Error: S ndard Devi t ~on I C1, ~ 
wh r is t he 10. 0 r ecor ds. 
- 1 
Four C s s 
Th b v modific tions hav be~npplied co all f ur 
c S ., nam ly wiLhout filters, with low frequency fi ter 









A new modul nam~d LAST 1 c ~ been 
Th' ::, r:lodu C Jmput s r he s a r ev 'atl.un 
a ';eraged utocorrela i and power s ' e .:: Lral 
T 11.S modu l (~is he las L ,Iod 1 _ c l ed bv h 
SP2 , SPL an d SPH, 
dd d L th soE waT~ , 
nd error for h 
n bity un tio [; 
ma in r:lodul s SPl, 
The modific tions h ve e n made in a m nner uch 
tha t the use of the program i s unchan fr om he ay descrL b 
in the users manual. 
A -:3 
3. PROGRAM LISTINGS 
T e program listings for the modified modules 
and th n w module are given in the following pages. Also 
included re h updated list of modules and code for loading 









SP1A-RLDR/" FOR SPl 
SP2A-RLDR/" FOR SP2 
SPLA-RLDR/" FOR SPL 
SPHA-RLDR/" FOR SPH 
SP23A-RLDR/" FOR SP23 
SP2~A-RLDR/" FOR SP2~ 
SP1-"AIH UITHOUT FILTERS 
SP2-"AIH UITH FILTERS 
SPL-"AIH ~ITH LOU FREO. FILTER 
SPH-"AIH UITH HIGH FREO. FILTER 
SP3-PTDT 



























~LDR/M SPI SP3 SP~ SPS SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SPt0 SPit SP12 SPt~ SP15 A 
SP 16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP2S SP20 SP26 FORT. LB 
R 
TYPE SP2A 
RL~R/!l SP2 SP3 SP< SP5 SP€ SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SPl1 SP12 SP 1~ SP 15 A 
SP 16 SP17 S?18 SP19 SP21 S~22 SP20 SP26 FORT.L 
R 
TYPE SPLA 
RLDR/n SPL SP3 SP~ SP5 SP~ SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP1! SPt 2 SP1~ SP15 A 
SP1 6 SP17 SP18 SP19 Spa 1 SP2S SP20 SP26 FORT.LB 
R 
TVPE SPHA 
RLDR/" SPH SP3 SP~ SP5 SP6 S?7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP1t SPt2 SP1~ SP!5 A 
SPt6 SPt? SPt8 SP19 SP2t SP22 SP20 SP26 FORT.LB 
R 
TYPE SP23A 
RLDR/" SP23 FORT.LB 
R 
TYPE SP2~A 
RtDR/" SP2~ FORT.LB 
R 
P?h (A lS ~. 4
T
























F!LE SPl-"AIN UITHOUT FILTERS 
PROGRA""ER NA"E' S.P. SINGH 
REVISION.J, "ULTIPLE RECORDS/FILE 
DATE.7/Jl / 79 
PURPOSE' THIS "ODULE ACCEPTS USER INPUTS AND CALLS ALL 
SUBSEQUENT "ODULES 
RRH IS AUTOCORRELATION UALUES OF DATA 
GKC IS POUER SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION 
GKH IS S"OOTHED POYER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
GKep IS THE INVERSE FILTER FUNCTION 
GKCJP IS THE APERTURE CO"PENSATION FUNCTION 
ITE"P.XTE"P ARE BUfFERS 
NR IS THE NU"BER OF RECORDS IN THE FILE 
NY IS THE NU"BER OF ~ORDS PER RECORD 
NP 15 THE HU"BER OF POINTS PER RECORD 
INTEGER P,Q 
DI"EHSIOH RRH(181 ),ITE"P(1888). 
1 GKC(181).GKH(181) 




ACCEPT -FILE HU"BER.HF·-,Hf 
ACCEPT -DIFFUSE DEHSITY FACTOR,DDF·-,DDF 
ACCEPT -"AXI"U" LAG FACTOR,"--," 
ACCEPT ·HEIGHT OF SCAHNING SLIT,XL-·.XL 
ACCEPT ·UIDTH OF SCANNIHG SLIT.XA··,XA 
ACCEPT ·LOU FREQUENCY FILTER PARA"ETER.P-·,P 
ACCEPT ·HICH FREQUENCY FILTER PARA"ETER.Q-·.Q 
P-8 Q-8 
CALL PTDT (ITE"P,NF.H,NR,"Y,NP) 
TRANSFER RAY DATA RECORDS INTO A fILE SRD 
CALL FOPEH(J,-RD-,288e) 
CALL FOPEH(2,-SRD-,2888) 
DO 18 l-t,NR 




















NC .. 1tI \;' 
DO 15 J a l , 101 
RR(J) a0 . 
GHCJ)-0. 
CONTINUE 
DO 20 1-1,NR 
TVPE - -
TVPE -RECORD HO.-,I 
T~ ?E - • 
P, 0, N~' 
CALL HIST CITE"P,A,8,HC , NRK , HP) 
CALL "EAHS(ITE"P,XTE"P,HP, NRK,DDF) 
CALL SUAPC-SP23.SU·,IER)J CALL LFFCXTE"P,TE"P2,TE"P3,NP,P,NRK ) 
















: ~ . 
CALL DELETE(eZRD e ) 
CALL DELETE(ezpe) 
CALL DELETE(-TD e ) 
CALL FOPEH(3,eRD e,28") 
CALL FOPEH(2,eSRD e,2"') 
IF (I.GE.HR)GO TO 2. 




2. COHTIHUE CALL DELETE(epAR e ) 




TVPE- R AVERAGE R-HAT-
DO 6. J-l,"Pl 
IR-J-l 
I 
YRITE (l',l.e)IR,RR (J) 
<.::> lee FOR"AT(lX,I3,8X,Ell.~) 
6e CONTINUE 
TVPE- I( AVERAGE GH (I( ,. 
DO 7. J-l,"Pl 
IR-J-l 
YRITE(18,lee) IR,GH(J) 


























FILE SPL ·~AIN ~I TH LOU FREQ. FILTER 
PROGRA~MER NAMEI S.P. SINGH 
REUISI ON I3~ nULTI PLE RECORDS/FILE 
DATE s8/1 ~/79 
PURPOSEs THIS MODULE ~CCEPTS USER I NPUTS AND CALLS ALL 
SUBSEQUENT ~ODULES 
RRH IS AUTOCORREL ATION VA LUES OF DATA 
GK C IS POUER SPECTRAL DENSITV FUNCTION 
GKH IS SMOOTHED POUER SPECTRAL DENSITV 
GKCP IS THE INVERSE FI LTER FUNCTIOH 
GKC3P IS THE APERTURE CO~P£NSATION FUNCTION 
ITE~P.XTEMP ARE BUFFERS 
NR IS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS IN THE FILE 
NU IS THE NU~BER OF UORDS PER RECORD 








ACCEPT 'FILE NU"BER.NF·'.NF 
ACCEPT 'DIFFUSE DENSITV FACTOR.DDF-'.DDF 
ACCEPT '"AXIMUM LAG FACTOR."·'." 
ACCEPT 'HEIGHT OF SCANNING SLIT.XL·'.XL 
ACCEPT 'UIDTH OF SCANNING SLIT.XA·'.XA 
ACCEPT 'LOU FREQUENCV FILTER PARAMETER.P·'.P 
ACCEPT 'HIGH FREQUENCV FILTER PARA"ETER.Q·'.Q Q·0 
CALL PTDT (ITEMP.NF,H.HR.NU,NP) 
TRANSFER RAU DATA RECORDS INTO A FILE SRD 
CALL FOPEN(3. ' RD'.2eee) 
15·1 
CALL FOPEN(IS,'SRD ' .2ee0) 





















~r.ITE BINARV (4) NP,P,O,NRIC 
CALL FClOS(4) A-' B-32,e 
NCelee 




DO 28 1-1.NR 
TVPE - -
TYPE -RECORD NO.- , I 
TYPE - • 
CALL HIST (ITErtP.A,B.NC.NRK,NP ) 
CALL rtEANSCITErtP,XTErtP.NP.NRK,DDF) 
CALL SUAPC-SP23.SU- , IER)J CALL LFF(XTErtP,TEMP2,TE~P3,NP.P,"RIC) 
TVPE -IER--,IER 
CALL DELETE (-ZRD-) 
CALL RENArtC-ZP-.-ZRD·,IER ) 




DO 38 J-l.rtPI 
RR(J)-RRHCJ)+RR(J) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PSDF(RRH.rt.H.XL.CKC ) 
CALL INF(GICC.GKCP , O, rt ) 
CALL ACl(GICC . GICC3P,~.H.XA) 
CALL SPDFC",GICC3P . GKH) 
DO 48 J -l,"P l 














CALL DELETEC·RD ·) 
~ALL DELET£C·NRD ·) 
CALL DELEiE C~ZRD·) 
CALL DELETE(·Zp · ) 
hL'L DC.ErE ( • TD· ) 
CALL FOPEN( 3#·Rr·# _~ 
C~_L FOP~H(IS#·SRD·#20 
If (I. CE. NR)GO TO 20 
11-1+1 
CALL READRCIS, Il# l TEfiP ,l #I ER ) 




CALL DElETECepAR ·) 




TVPE· ~ AVERAGE R-HAT· 





TVPE· K AVERAGE GH (K)· 
DO 70 J-l,"Pl 
IR-J-l 
URITE(10,le0) IR #GHCJ) 
COHTIHUE 


























FILE SPH-"AIN UITH HIGH FREQ. FILTER ONLY 
PROGRA""£R NA"EI S.P. SINGH 
REVISIONI3, "ULTIPLE ~tCORDS/FIL( 
DATEI8/2e/79 
PURPOSE' THIS ~ODULE ACCEPTS USER INPUTS AND CALLS ALL 
SUBSEQUENT ftODULES 
RRH IS AUTOCORRELATION VALUES OF DATA 
GKC IS POUER SPECTRAL DENSITV FUNCTION 
GKH IS S"OOTHED POUER SPECTRAL DENSITV 
GKCP IS THE INVERSE FILTER FUNCTION 
GKC3P IS THE APERTURE COftPENSATION FU~.:TION 
ITE"P,XTEftP ARE BUFFERS 
NR IS THE NU"BER OF RECORDS IN THE FILE 
NU IS THE NU"BER OF UORDS PER RECORD 
NP IS THE NU"BER OF POINTS PER RECORD 
INTEGER P,Q 
DI"ENSION RRH(181),ITE"p(leee), 
1 GKC(lel),GKH(lel ) 
DI"ENSION GKCP(10! }.GKC3P(lel) 
DI"ENSION NU(Se),NP(Se) 
DI~ENSIOH XTE"p (l eee ) 
Dl"ENSION RR( ~ el),GH ( lel ) 
ACCEPT -F I LE ~U"BE~,NF··,NF 
ACCEPT -DIFFu~E DENSITV FACTOR,DDF ~ -,DDF 
ACCEPT -"AXI"U" LAG FACTOR,"--," ~ 
ACCEPT -HEIGHT OF SCANNINC SLIT,Xl·-,XL 
ACCEPT -UIDTH OF SCANNING SLIT , XA·-,XA 
ACCEPT -LOw FREQUENCV FILTER PARA"ETER,P·-,P 
pee 
ACCEPT -HIGH FREQUENCV FILTER PARA"ETER ~ Q-·,Q 
CALL PTDT CITE"P,NF,H,NR,NU,NP) 
TRANSFER RAU DATA RECORDS INTO A FILE SRD 
CALL FOPENC),-RD-,aeee ) 
IS·l 
CALL FOPEN CIS,· SRD- , aeee ) 
DO 18 I - l , NR 














URITE BH~ARY (-4) H~#P,(Lt:R 
CALL FCL05(-4) 
. 
.. - ~ 
o i5 J c l.HH 
R; (J )eG. 
GH(J) .. O. 
COHTINUE 
DO 20 I - l ,NR 
TVPE • • 
TVPE ·RECORD NO.·,I 
TYPE • • CALL HIST CITE MP ,A,B,NC,NRK,NP) 
CALL "EANS(ITE"P,XTEMP,NP,NRK,DDF) 
CALL SUAPC·SP23.5V·,IER): CAll lFF(XTE"P,TE"P2,TE"P3,NP,~,"RK) 
CALL RENA" (·ZRD·,·Zp·,IER) 
CAll SUAP C·SP24.SV·,IER)J CALL HFF(XTEMP,TE"P2,TE"P3,NP,O,HRK) 
CALL DELETE C·ZRD· j 
CALL RENAM ( · ZPP· ~ ·ZRD·,IER) 
CALL SIG"A (XTEMP,NRK,NP) 
CALL AUTOCORCXTE"P,NP,NRK,r.,RRH,P,O) 
"Pl-"+1 
DO 38 J- L"PI 
RR CJ)-RRHCJ)+RRCJ) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PSDFCRRH,",H,XL,GKC ) 
CALL IHFCGKC, GKC PgO," ) 
CALL ACCGKCP,GKC3P , M,H,XA) 
CALL SPDFC",GKC3P, GKH) 
DO ... J-t, MP1 















CALL · FOPEN(3~-RO-.2ee8) 
CALL FOPEN(IS.-SRO-,2e'l ) 
IF (I.GE.HR)GO TO a. 
11-1+1 
CALL READR(IS.ll.ITEftP.l.IER) 
CALL YRITR (3.1.ITE"P.l.IER) 








TVPE- R AVERAGE R-HAT-





TVPE- K AVERAGE GH(K)-





























FILE spa·"AIN UITH FILTERS 
PROGRAnAER NAMEs S. P. SINGH 
REUISION13, MULT I PLE RECORDS / FILE 
DAiE1S/2-4/79 
PURPOSEt THIS ~ODULE ACCEPTS J5ER IHPUTS AND CALLS 
SUBSEQUENT ~ODULES 
R~.i IS AUTOCORRElATIOt VALUES OF OAT 
IS POblER SPECTRAL &. - t51TY FUUCTIOI". 
D POYER SPECTRAL DENSIT 
IS THE HR'ERSE FItTER FUNCTIOU 
IS THE APEfiTURE COAPEHSATICN FUNCTION 
S 
., IS TUE t.jtJM~£R OF ~&..CORDS IN THE FILt. 
NU IS TnE NUr.EER OF UOf.DS PER RECCRD 
NP IS n"? :-:Uf1BE~ OF POI HTS PER RECORD 
IH1EGER P,G 
DI ME NSI OM RRH (101),ITEMP(10e0), 
1 GKC(101),GKH ( 101) 




ACCEPT ·F ILE HU~BER.HF··,NF 
ACCEPT 'DIFFUSE DENSITY FACTOR,DDF··,DDF 
ACCEPT 'MAXIMUM LAG FACTOR,~··, " 
ACCEPT 'HEIGHT OF SCANNING SLIT, XL·· ,XL 
ACCEPT 'UIDTH OF SCANNING SLIT.XA· · ,XA 
ACCEPT 'LOU FREQUENCV FI LTER PARA"ETER , P· · , P 
ACCEPT 'HIGH FREQUENCV FI LTER PARA~£TER,Q· · ,Q 
CALL ~TDT (ITE"P.NF.H,NR,NU,NP ) 
TRANSFER RAU DATA RECORDS INTO A FILE SRD 
CALL FOPEN(3,'RD' , aeee ) 
15·1 
CALL FOPEH(IS,'SRD',a0ee) 
DO 18 Iat,NR 
CPlL READR(3,I.I 7EMP.l, IER ) 











CALL FCLOS(3 ) 
NRK-t 
CALL FOPEN(~,·PAR a ) 
URITE BINARV (4) NP,P,Q,HRK 








DO 2e I-I,NR 
TVPE • • TVPE -RECORD NO.·, l 
TVPE • • CALL HIST CtTE"P,A,B,NC,NRK,NP) 
CALL "EANSCITE"P,XTE"P,NP,NRK,DDF ) 
CALL SUAPC·SP23.SV· ~ IER ); CALL LFF(XTE"P ,TE"P2 ,Tf"P3,NP # P,NR~ ) 
CALL SUAP(·SP24.SV·~IER)J CALL HFF(XTE"P,TE~P2,TENP3,HP,Q,HRK) 
CALL DELETE (·ZRD·) 




DO 3e J-l,"Pl 
RRCJ)-RRH(J)+RRCJ) 
COHTIHUE 
CALL PSDFCRRH,",H,XL, GKC ) 
CALL IHF(GKC,GKrp,o,") 
CALL ACCGKCP,GKC3P . M,H,XA) 
CALL SPDFC",GKC3P ~H) 






" , ,. ' CALL DElETE( ' NRO') 
CALL DELETE ( I ZR1)' ) 
CAll DELETEC'ZP ' ) 
CALL DElETE('TD') 
CALL FOPEH(3,'RD',2000 ) 
CALL FOPEH( IS , 'SRD',2000 ) 
IF (I.GE.HR)GO TO 2 
11 - 1+1 
CAll RE~DR(IS,11,I7E~P,l,IER) 
CALL URITR(3,1,ITEMP,1,IER) 
CALL F~LOS( IS) 
CALL FCLOS (3 ) 
aa CONTINUE CALL OElETEC'PAR ' ) 
DO 50 J. L "'P1 
RR(J )-RR (J)/NR 
GHe J )-GHeJ)/HR 
>- 58 CONT INUE 
I TVPE ' R AVERAGE R-HAT' ~ 
DO 68 J -t,r!Pl 
IR aJ-l 
URITE ( to,t8e )IR , RR(J) 
18e FOR"'AT(lX,I3,8X,El1 .~) 
68 CONTINUE 
TVPE ' I( AVERAGE GH CI( ) ' 
DO ?e J- 1,"Pl 
IR-J-l 
URITE(le,le0) IR,GH (J) 
7 0 CONT I NUE 










""il':F.7 - ---;::; .~ =-.....;",.-
TYPE SP26 
C. FILE SP26-LAST 
C PROGRA""ER NA"Ea S.P. SINGH 
C REVISIONI8 
C DATEIS/3/19 
C PURPOSE'THIS "ODULE CO"PUTES STANDARD 
C DEVIATION AND ERROR FOR THE AVERAGED 
C R-HAT AND G-HAT ARRAYS. 
CO"PIlER NOSTACK 
SUBROUTINE l AST( RR.GH."Pl, NR ) 
DI"ENSION RR(181).GH ( lel ) 
RSQ-e . 
GSQ-e. 
DO se I- l. "Pl 
RSO-RSO+ (RR( I) **2 ) 
GSO-GSO+GH (I)!!2 
S8 CONTINUE 





TYPE -STANDARD DEVIATION FOR R-HAT-,RSD 
TVPE -STANDARD DEVIATION FOR G-HAT-,GSD 
TVPE -ERROR FOR R-HAT-.ERH 












4, SM'IPLE RUNS 
Sample run results are 'ncluded in the following 
pages for a file containLng 3 records , Same data is used for 
each of tle four cases namely without filters (SPl), with low 
frequency filter only (SPL) , with high frequ ncy filter onl y 




















'Ill ~ •• ~-I 
D,"US( K"SITV ,.no..JW-I 
MXI ..... LAG ,':,0.."., 
MUCH? OF SC ... I..co SlIT.n-1 
WIDTH or S~I~ SlIT ... -l 
&WIT'" PttE,,.._TIO" COfKrtaD 
FILl IS KING tt£1IID fROI'I T~ 
....... KIt OF .COIID5 II£AD- 3 
F1 L( 11£111 D f ItOf' T IW'£ MClI I/It I TT£" 0" II SIC 
~ ~1"~ I .)O···V I ' 
.oun OF SN'I'LU- II a 
)( COORDII'IATt UUCItOetS,- - .. '
Y COORD I ",,1'( I "I CItOetS ) - • 
D£tTA )( ' H ) I "ICItOftS,- Ii 
!)jIITA IS IEtltIl fOlt...-TTtI :I.'" J . la 3.3t l.~ 3 .3S ) . • 1.31 1.. 1.lS 3 • • 
l . 4l 3. lt 3 . JZ 3. 29 3.37 3.41 ].21 ] .~ 3.l5 1 . 14 
J.iS 3. 20 l .1S 3.]9 1.52 3 . lt l.ll l.az 1 . 3C 1.SI 
l." l.27 l.16 l •• 7 l.16 3. 35 l . iI l . '" 3.3t l . lS 
l.4l 3.43 3 . . l.zg 3 . 41 3.33 3 . 13 3.43 ].35 l . lI 
l . l4 3.2i 3.35 1.21 l.lI 3.24 1 . 14 l.Ji 1.lS 3. 31 
l.ll 3.37 J .4l 1.'4 l . ll J . lt l . ll 1.14 3.34 3.Z7 
3.11 1.41 3 .17 3.27 1 . 47 3 •• 2 1 .5' 3.lI 3 .27 3.ll 
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C PROGRAR~ER HARE: S.P. SINGH 
C 
C 





( ICHR, 'ERD' ,2000) 
-e 
C 
C SUR ALL THE POINTS IN THE FILE 
C 
-
DO 10 I-l,NR 
...... C~LL READR ( ICHR,I,ITEMP,l,IER) I 
1'-' NPI· iI"tP( I) x 
DO 20 J - l,NFI 




RAUJlt - I sur'v I NP 
TVPE 'RAU MEAN - ',RAUJlt 
CALL FCLOS ( ICHR ) 
RETURN 
END 
R 
